PRE-RENTAL CHECKLIST

Following are recommended pre-rental inspections points for the Multiquip LT12D light tower. Refer to the product owner’s manual for a complete explanation on how to safely operate the unit. 

*Do not attempt to operate without thoroughly reading and understanding the operation instructions.*

- ___ Ensure operations manual and safety information are in document box
- ___ Verify safety and operation decals are intact; replace unreadable or missing decals
- ___ Verify fuel, engine oil, coolant levels; check for fluid leaks
- ___ Check battery cable connections are tight and secure
- ___ Start engine, check air filter, oil pressure and coolant warning lights
- ___ Check 120V AC GFCI receptacle, ensure test and reset buttons are working properly
- ___ Test lamp assemblies to ensure they are working properly
- ___ Verify all switches and controls function properly
- ___ Visually inspect unit for loose, damage, missing fasteners; replace or torque as needed
- ___ Ensure lamp assembly lenses and fasteners are secure
- ___ Inspect lamp assembly connections at T-bar are secure and insulation is not damaged
- ___ Inspect mast cables for signs of damage or being frayed
- ___ Ensure tower assembly raises and lowers easily
- ___ Ensure mast sections extend and swivel easily
- ___ Cable winch rotates freely
- ___ Cable end clamps are crimped securely
- ___ Ensure mast extension stop bolt and cotter pin are secure
- ___ Verify mast is secure and locked in travel position
- ___ Ensure stabilizer jacks, wind up/down freely, swivel freely and secure with pin lock
- ___ Ensure outriggers slide in and out easily and secure with pin lock
- ___ Inspect the overall integrity of the trailer; tow bar and tie down points
- ___ Inspect lug nuts are torqued to manufacturer’s spec
- ___ Check tire wear, ensure pressures are correct
- ___ Inspect tow coupler, safety chains and safety hooks for wear and damage
- ___ Ensure trailer lights function properly